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WFAE: UP FRONT

WFAE President's Report: by Eric Leonardson
E-Mail: eleonardson@wfae.net

Welcome to the April-June issue of the WFAE Newsletter.
Progress continues on the 2012 Soundscape: The Journal for
Acoustic Ecology, our annual scholarly print journal. I apologize
for its tardiness, but I anticipate its publication in June. This
issue focuses on the acoustic identity of places, spaces, and
landscapes, among other intriguing topics considered from

many perspectives, across many disciplines.

While the 2012 issue is in production, the Journal's Editorial Committee is planning the
2013 edition of Soundscape. The goal is to get our publication and WFAE membership
cycle in sync, which for most of our affiliates concludes with the end of the calendar year.
Although Issues of the Journal can be purchased individually, I would encourage you
receive your subscription as a member of a WFAE Affiliate organization. Each affiliate has
its own membership application process and fees. Please contact your regional
representative on how to become a member. A list of WFAE Affiliate organizations and
contact information can be found on membership web page.

The year 2013 marks the occasion of several important anniversaries. This year we will
celebrate the 80th birthday of Canadian composer and acoustic ecology pioneer R. Murray
Schafer. His book, The Tuning of the World (1977) (reprinted later as The Soundscape:
Our Sonic Environment and The Tuning of the World) has been translated into many
languages. Published as a culmination of the World Soundscape Project's research, Tuning
of the World remains a seminal work and the catalyst for a profound global shift in
thinking and awareness about the sonic environment. I anticipate numerous events will be
held observing Murray’s 80th birthday this year - which also coincides with World Listening
Day on July 18th.

Widespread recognition of Schafer's pioneering work from the late 60s and early 70s, led
to the formation of the WFAE in August 1993. This took place during the Tuning of the
World, the First International Conference on Acoustic Ecology, held at the Banff Centre for
the Arts in Alberta, Canada. I was one of approximately 150 people who participated. For
me it was an unforgettable experience as I took part in the founding of the WFAE. It was
at that conference that I made many new friendships and professional associations that I
enjoy to this very day. We celebrate WFAE's 20th anniversary later this summer and will
have more news about events in our July-August newsletter.
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Keiko Torigoe, Director of the Soundscape Association of Japan (SAJ) has reminded me
that SAJ also celebrates its 20th anniversary this year. SAJ is the parent organization of
the WFAE’s Affiliate organization, the Japan Association for Soundscape Ecology. SAJ is
planning a special exhibition in a museum and transforming its print journal into a new
digital, online format.

There have been important developments amongst the WFAE’s Affiliates in Canada and
Australia. The Canadian Association for Sound Ecology held its annual general meeting in
March. A new board of directors constitutes renewed hope and potential for one of WFAE’s
first Affiliate organizations. Canada has played a leading role in acoustic ecology. It is the
home of the pioneers of our field (Murray Schafer, Barry Truax, Hildegard Westerkamp)
and their work in the World Soundscape Project. I hope these changes restore CASE into a
vital organization for leading our field into an exciting and challenging future. On behalf of
the WFAE Board, I welcome new CASE member Carmen Braden as that Affiliate's
Representative. Her report on last summer's Global Composition Conference was
published in the September-October of this newsletter

The Australian Forum for Acoustic Ecology (AFAE) has also elected new and renewing
board members to its executive committee (see affiliate reports). Jordan Lacey, President,
is the new WFAE representative from the AFAE.

I hope you'll explore this issue of the WFAE Newsletter. Its feature research article on
silence and tourism, the calendar of global events, and affiliate reports highlighting
member activities makes the newsletter a valuable resource. I also encourage you to stay
connected. Visit our Facebook Page, even if you are not a Facebook user. Visitors can view
posts on late-breaking news from our Affiliate organizations and a field If you are a
Facebook member you can also post news on the site.

Lastly, many proposals and projects are in progress as I write. I may see some of you in
New York or in Australia for Balance-Unbalance and the ISEA2013 symposia in June. I
hope I will have good news to report about these and other events in July’s newsletter.

I would like to close by thanking WFAE Secretary, Gary Ferrington. This year marks his
eighteenth year of dedicated, insightful, and professional service. He created and
continues to manage the WFAE web site and for the past 10 years has produced this
newsletter for the organization. Having more people following Gary’s example will make
the WFAE immensely more effective and meaningful.

Eric Leonardson, President, WFAE

Header Photo Credit: Photographer and performer-composer
Aaron Pergram is currently the Acting Principal Bassoonist with
the Oregon Ballet Theater in Portland. He is also an active
outdoors man who appreciates the remote regions of his state.
This photograph was taken from Crown Point in the Columbia
River Gorge which is located between the states of Oregon and
Washington, USA. Click2Visit Aaron Pergram's web site.
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WFAE: MEMBER NEWS

Australian Forum For Acoustic Ecology (AFAE)

AFAE member Leah Barclay is on the organizing committee for the Balance-Unbalance
International Conference in Noosa, Queensland. The conference uses art as a catalyst
to explore intersections between nature, society, technology and society as we move
into an era of both unprecedented ecological threats and transdisciplinary possibilities.
A large number of conference proposals were related to sound and there is a strong
representation by members of the AFAE and the WFAE.

The AFAE will be holding its first national symposium as part of the conference program
in Noosa. AFAE members from across the country will have the opportunity to meet
face to face for the first time. The symposium provides a chance to share ideas
regarding acoustic ecology and to discuss future directions for the organization. The
gathering will be loosely based around discussions of relationships between landscape
and soundscape in keeping with the transdisciplinary theme of the conference.

The AFAE has warmly welcomed new member Jason Sweeny who in collaboration with
Martin Potter has created the project "Stereopublic: Crowdsourcing the Quiet", which
is a participatory art project that won a TED Prize City 2.0 Award and has been
supported by the Australian government through the Australia Council and the South
Australian Government through Arts SA.

Jason notes that the "Stereopublic: Crowdsourcing the Quiet is about asking the public
to participate in the quest for finding quiet spaces in the city, to contribute to a sonic
health service for built environments. Rather than be the sole sound artist creating a
very singular sound mapping of a city I want to set the task to urban citizens and to
ask them: is quiet worth preserving?"

"Inspired by the writings of R. Murray Schafer and the World Soundscape Project,
Gordon Hempton's "One Square Inch of Silence", George Prochnik's "In Pursuit of
Silence", and the powerful exploration of introversion in Susan Cain's book "Quiet", I
want to know what are the potentials of quiet spaces and the balance of noise and
silence, as we think about the future building of our cities. Are these spaces in danger
of disappearing? How do we ensure that we have daily moments given to reflection and
to pause? Where are the respites from the crowd? These answers might be floating in
the air, whispered in hushed tones, between buildings, left behind after peak hour
subsides. This project is stereo because I believe there can be balance within the built
environment, both noisy and silent, left and right, and everything in between. It is
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public because in order to achieve this balance there needs participation from all sides,
far and wide. The ambition of this project is to "crowdsource" the quiet, in small steps,
city by city. Like many sound artists, audio ecologists and silent seekers before me, I
want to encourage a new community to move through their cities, open their ears and
take a walk of dedicated listening."

Ros Bandt (AFAE) has been busy with three soundscape projects:

Ode To Margaret is a new soundscape piece composed for Margaret Lyttle's
100th birthday. Lyttle was the great free educationist and principal of Preshil
school. The composition combines live performance on tarhu and recorders made
by a student of the school, Jo Saunders, along with field recordings and electro-
acoustic treatments of children's stories, handbells, birds and granulated
harpsichord samples taken from an instrument Bandt made with the children
over forty years ago.  It was performed February 24th at the Recital Centre
Melbourne.

Sound and Vision, is an exhibition Bandt opened at the
Counihan gallery in March, which included new works
from three artists combining sound and visuals. As part
of the series of events, Bandt installed Passing
Through, a sound installation and story sharing
opportunity at the Sydney Road plinth outside the
gallery on the very place where freedom of speech was
founded by Noel Counihan 80 years ago. Binaural
recordings, video clips and written responses were
made while the public listened to the piece Sydney
Road through headphones under umbrellas. Despite

the 36 degree heat there was a lot of interest. (Photo: Passing Through at Sound
and Vision exhibition by Minako Kanda)
The Floating Glass Residency went for three months, from November-January, at
the Library artspace north Fitzroy. It included six surround sound concerts, glass
sculptures, videos and experimental hydrophone and underwater film and
sound. See videos on Ros Bandt's blog.

Catherine Clover (AFAE) has been busy with Calls from Blethenal Green a
collaborative project between artists Clover (UK/Australia) and Johanna Hällsten
(Sweden/UK). The collaboration emerges from shared interests in human-animal
relationship, in particular the relationship with wild urban birds. The artists have been
invited to collaborate on a site specific response to St John’s Church Bethnal Green
London, UK. The invitation comprises a five week residency at the church from the 27th
May to 4th July 2013 with the opening of an exhibition on Thursday 4th July which will
continue through 27th July. 

The team is interested in the interactions between the different communities present in
this area, both human and animal, and the cohabitation of spaces, both real and
imagined. Most wild urban birds, apart from birds of prey, are very sociable species and
are often much more audible than visible. The calls and vocalizations of the birds are
therefore a major interest and considering the birds’ exchanges (or bird language
perhaps) via the structures of human language, specifically the congregation’s voices
through both song and spoken word (Bethnal Green has a rich ethnic mix and many
languages are spoken) will be a means of engaging both church goers and the wider
community directly in the project. 

Multimedia artist Isabelle Delmotte (AFAE) crafted an exhibition that draws on the
skills of leading cinema sound designers, a script writer and a storyboard artist to
explore the conscious and unconscious influence of atmospheric soundtracks both
within the cinema context and in daily life. Inaudible Visions, Oscillating Silences was
on exhibit from March 6 to 28 at the Northern Rivers Community Gallery in Ballina
(NSW, Australia).

The exhibit was the artistic expression of a PhD study undertaken at Southern Cross
University in which Delmotte's research examined the relationships between acoustic
ecologies and the atmospheric component of movie soundtracks. Cinema sound is
brought to the fore as an instrument capable of unveiling subtle aspects of humans'
interactions with their soundscapes. The exhibition aimed to re-awaken appreciation of
sound at large and daily soundscapes in particular. The displays, located in the different
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gallery spaces, encouraged visual imagination, auditory perceptions and bodily
sensations.

Delmotte's efforts have combined the practice of cinema sound design and the notion of
soundscape awareness to examine how the mechanisms of cinema sound production
can affect visual experiences of sound. Often poorly acknowledged, the work of cinema
sound designers can influence our reactions and interpretations of a visual narrative.
Nested within the environmental soundtracks produced by Isabelle Delmotte, the
listening experience of the dedicated sound pieces created by eight Australian
professional cinema sound designers, unveils the singularity of human auditory
imagination and points to listening expectations in and outside cinema theatre. Read
More.

AFAE president Jordan Lacey is preparing a trial soundscape installation for the
coming art and design exhibition at the new RMIT design hub titled Curious Footsteps,
which plays with perceptions of urban footsteps by referencing such experiences in
natural settings. Also in his plans for late spring will be paper presentations at two
conferences including:

"Urban soundscape installations for the diversification of acoustic ecologies: an
ecosophical approach" at the Music and ecologies of sound. Theoretical and
practical projects for a listening of the world, an international symposium at
Université Paris 8 France in late May.
A second paper, "Designing Urban Soundscapes for the Effects of Nature" will be
presented at the Balance-Unbalanced International conference, in Noosa,
Queensland in early June

Lacy has also been complaining vigorously about the tremendous amount of air-
conditioning noise in his backyard during Melbourne’s recent summer heatwave. He
suggests that the humble backyard is no longer a respite due to the omnipresence of
these dominating drones, an issue about which he is attempting to enlighten his
neighbors and local council.

AFAE member Susan Frykberg will be teaching a distance education course for Simon
Fraser University on sound and soundscape during the summer May-August semester.
See Calendar page for details.

American Forum For Acoustic Ecology (ASAE)

In the gray dirt hills of northwestern Colorado lies a world-class acoustic space known
as the Tank, where musicians have been recording and listening since the 1970s.  It's
now in danger of being sold for scrap.  A team of sound artists and musicians are
raising funds via Kickstarter to save it from this fate.  Jeremiah Moore (BASE Chapter
co-chair) is part of the effort.  Moore hopes that readers take a few minutes to learn
more about project. Additional information at tanksounds.org.

Dan Dugan (BASE-Chapter) will hold a "learn the basics" of field recording and try out
gear session for the Nature Sounds Society Annual Tech Talk at his Sound Design
Studios from 9:30-3:30PM on May 18th in San Francisco. Read More

Norman Long (MFAE-Chapter)will be an artist-in-residence at the Kimmel Harding
Nelson Center for the Arts in Nebraska City, Nebraska in May according to Jay Needham
with the Midwest Society for Acoustic Ecology (MSAE Chapter)

Sabine Breitsameter (ASAE) Professor of Sound and Mediaculture, School of Media
Arts and Sciences at Hochschule Darmstadt, Germany will present a paper on theories
and concepts in her collaborative work, with Jay Needham (ASAE President) and Eric
Leonardson (WFAE President), for the hybrid lecture-performance Conversation,
Improvisation, and Locality, in Music and Ecologies of Sound, an international
symposium at Université Paris 8, on May 27–30, 2013.

Jay Needham, Dr. Phylis Johnson (Interim Editor-in Chief, Soundscape: The Journal
for Acoustic Ecology) and Dave Armstrong (MSAE) (producer of Sounds Like Radio
SIU-FM) will be leading a soundwalk in the Shawnee National Forest as a part of
Imagining Geographies on April 16.

Eric Leonardson performs a new multi-channel sound work, Similaria at the Mead Art
Museum for Soundfest at Amherst College where Leonardson is one of four Copeland
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Fellows, in the school’s colloquium on the theme, "Art In Place / The Place In Art."
Soundfest begins in the Amherst College Octagon, at 1:00pm on Saturday, March 30.

Stephan Moore (MSAE Vice President) will be installing a new sound work inside
Buckminster Fuller’s dome home as a part of the first annual Dome Days celebration in
Carbondale Illinois. Stephan’s performance will take place on April 19 at 7:00 pm. While
in Carbondale, Stephan will also be leading a series of workshops, leading a graduate
critique and taking part in a panel on Fuller’s World Game hosted by the Global Media
Research Center. 

Eric Leonardson and Anna Friz (radio artist and Post-doctoral Fellow at School of the
Art Institute Chicago) talk and perform for 2013 Megapolis Audio Fest, at Union Docs,
Brooklyn, NY on Saturday, April 13.

Eric Leonardson will give a presentation and performance with members of the New
England Forum for Acoustic Ecology at Studio Soto, in Boston on Sunday, April 27.

Eric Leonardson, Jay Needham and Anna Friz will travel to Noosa, Queensland,
Australia to perform the world premiere if their new, performance-installation work,
Zero Hour. Their piece has been selected to open the Balance-Unbalance International
Conference, from May 31 to June 2. Additionally, Zero Hour will be performed in the
19th International Symposium on Electronic Art (ISEA2013), June 6–16, in Sydney,
Australia. While at ISEA, Needham and Leonardson will present their paper
"Instruments of Tension: Gramophones, Springs and the Place of Imagination”.

The Canadian Association for Sound Ecology (CASE)

The Canadian Association for Sound Ecology (CASE) held its Annual General Meeting on
March 7th, 2013. Over the next term, its focus is on strengthening infrastructure,
creating working teams drawn from membership and board-members, furthering new
initiatives, and building the organization's membership. In the past year, CASE has
continued to rebuild organizationally and cultivate a nationally representative proactive
board. Toward this end, it has created an executive board that is collective in spirit: a
triad of Chair / Co-Chairs to share tasks effectively with the Treasurer-Secretary. CASE
has also created the beginning of Canada-wide regional representation. CASE's 2013
Board of Directors include:

Andrea Dancer, Chair (Vancouver)
Scott Smallwood, Co-Vice Chair (Edmonton)
Eric Powell, Co-Vice Chair (Montreal)
Mathew Griffin, Treasurer and Secretary (Toronto)
Carmen Braden, WFAE Representative (Yellowknife, NWT)
Raylene Campbell (Edmonton)
Kristen Roos, (Vancouver)

With many thanks for their contribution on the board of CASE, we say farewell to
Nadene Theriault-Copeland, David Pacquette, Kristie Taylor, Hector Centeno,
and Audrey Churgin.

Currently, paper presentations by Hildegard Westercamp, Eric Leonardson (ASAE),
Eric Powell, Noora Vikman (FSAE), Charlie Fox, and Barry Truax's keynote
address from the 2009 CASE Retreat on Gabriola Island, B.C. are being translated from
English into French and full English text versions will be available sometime in early
May on CASE's website.

Robert MacNevin (CASE) was notified that his photograph of a Swallow was selected
for inclusion in Audubon Magazine's "2012 Photo Awards Top 100". Click2View large
photo. Robert is credited with the original design and logotype for Soundscape: The
Journal of Acoustic Ecology.

There are new projects and collaborations already in the works, including changes to
the way CASE is organized and administrated, and new energy to bring CASE into the
forefront of Acoustic Ecology in Canada and internationally. We are all excited by this
work and its potential for change.
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WFAE: SOUND BITES

Sound Bites is dedicated to highlighting news and information from online sources. Most
clips are from current publications, but occasional items from archived sources are
included because of their interest to those in the field of acoustic-ecology.

Space Station Soundscape (Cnet.com - 2013) Canadian
astronaut Chris Hadfield documents the soundscape of the
International Space Station in this article with attached sound
files. We learn that the the ISS is anything but quiet.
Click2Read/Listen. (Photo: Canadian Space Agency)

Finnish Silence Shows Respect (YLE-2013) "Rather than mouth empty platitudes, so-
called shy and silent Finns may actually be showing respect, says Michael Berry, the latest
in a line of linguists to explain the phenomenon of the stereotypically quiet Finn."
Click2Read

Reel to Real Project (2013) The Pitt Rivers Museum, University of Oxford, is dedicated
to digitize and deliver the museum's unique ethnographic sound recordings. A recent
'sound galleries' event on November 23. 2012, which was curated by Dr Noel Lobley and
Embedded composer in residence, Nathaniel Mann, presented a four hour playlist of
Bayaka music as thousands of visitors explored by torchlight. The event was webcast and
watched live in the Central African Republic. A group of Bayaka people walked for more
than an hour to get to a satellite phone in the WWF office in Bayanga to participate.
Click2Read/View

The First Christmas Day Recordings (BBC-2012) "Curators
at the Museum of London have discovered what they believe to
be the first ever recordings of a family Christmas." For the Wall
Family, Christmas was a formal affair and a time for music and
hymns over 100 years ago. Click2Read (Photo: BBC News)

The Phonograph's Voice and the Transformation of Writing (CEC - 2013) Author
Michael Heumann explores the public unveiling of Edison’s phonograph and the
subsequent cultural changes that resulted from this convergence of human voice and
machine writing. Click2Read

UK's Five Weirdest Sounding Places (BBC-2012) "We're all familiar with sightseeing,
but what about "soundseeing"? There are places where what you hear is not what you
would usually expect, says Trevor Cox, professor of acoustic engineering at the University
of Salford." Click2Read/Listen
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Acoustic Mapping (Royal College of Art-2012) Landscape Perception Project
investigators Jon Wozencroft and Paul Devereux examine the acoustic environment of the
ancient landscapes of the Carn Menyn area of Mynydd Preseli (UK) asking what would
Neolithic people have heard out on that wild tract of upland? What sounds would have
held significance for them? Click2Read

Genetic patch 'stops deafness' in newborn mice (BBC-2013) A tiny "genetic patch"
can be used to prevent a form of deafness which runs in families, according to animal
tests. Click2Read

New Paris Notre Dame bells blessed at ceremony (BBC-
2013) Eight of Notre Dame Cathedral's nine new bells have
been blessed by French Cardinal Andre Armand Vingt-Trois. The
bells, named after saints and prominent Catholic figures, were
on display at the Paris cathedral in February. The blessing was

attended by hundreds of people. Click2View videlo (Photo: BBC)

The Piccolo and the Pocket Grouse (Orion-2013) What do human music and animal
sounds have in common? And do animals make music? Eric Wagner, a writer and bird
enthusiast in Seattle, visited composer and zoomusicologist Emily Doolittle to explore the
music of nature--and also the nature of music. Click2Read

Chris Watson on Recording The Music of the Natural
World (The Quietus-2013) Phonographer Chris Watson
discusses the things he has learned about field recording and
trying to capture the natural soundscape in an age of noise.
Click2Read (Photo: The Quietus)

10 Misconceptions about Nature Recordings (The Listening
Earth Blog*). Sound recordist Andrew Skeoch admits that
recording the sounds of nature is an unusual occupation, and
that often people misunderstand the nature of his work. In this
blog report Skeoch shares what he believes are 10 popular
misconceptions about nature recordings. Click2Read. *Listening

Earth is a leading producer of nature sound recordings. (Photo: Listening Earth)

The church's sold-out CD proves silence is golden
(Guardian - 2013). The Sussex parish of St Peter's in East
Blatchington has hit on a winner with a recording of the
ambience inside the church – but its vicar isn't the only one to
mine the artistic riches of silence. Click2Read (Photo: Guardian)

The dark side of silence (BBC - 2013) Everybody wants to be able to have a little bit of
peace and quiet. But the battle to get other people to keep the noise down can have
unfortunate consequences, writes David Hendy. Click2Read

Mapping - Hearing (This American Life - 1998) Jack Hitt visits Toby Lester, who has
mapped all the ambient sounds in his world: the hum of the heater, the fan on the
computer. Click2Hear.

Hear A Pin Drop (2013) This project is an ongoing survey of
sound levels in urban locations searching for spaces in the city
center which are literally quiet enough to hear a pin drop.
Click2Read/View

 

 

http://www.landscape-perception.com/acoustic_mapping/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-21320859
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-21306111
http://www.orionmagazine.org/index.php/articles/article/7282
http://thequietus.com/articles/11222-chris-watson-interview-sound-recording-cabaret-voltaire
http://www.listeningearth.com.au/blog/10-misconceptions-about-nature-recordings
http://www.guardian.co.uk/music/shortcuts/2013/jan/28/church-sold-out-cd-silence
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-21784548
http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/110/mapping?act=2#play
http://hearapindrophere.com/about/
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WFAE: FEATURE ARTICLE

Listening: Modes and Strategies
By Steven M. Miller
Singapore – December 2012

Introduction

‘Hearing’ and ‘listening’, though often used interchangeably, are not synonymous. One is
primarily a passive activity, something you do even while sleeping and/or without
conscious effort; the other is an activity that requires conscious effort and results from the
deployment of various attentional strategies (whether one is aware of them as such or
not). Furthermore, hearing is largely monolithic in nature – consisting of a single general
type or mode of activity, however complex it may be – while listening takes on various
forms, modes, and strategies depending on the task at hand. Sorting out these various
modes and strategies will be the primary topic of this post.

Hearing vs. Listening

For the purposes of this discussion, I’m considering hearing as a primarily physiological
process: it is passive, “bottom-up”, and consists of the chain ‘stimulus – transduction –
perception’. Though to some degree affected by later processes of cognition and various
levels of conscious processes, it is itself pre-conscious.

In this formulation, listening, in contrast, is as an attentional process: active, “top-down”,
and concerned with the chain ‘cognition – memory – interpretation – interaction’. Built
upon the process of hearing, listening moves beyond it to include short- and long-term
memory along with interpretation. Listening is largely, though not exclusively, a conscious
activity. Moving beyond considerations of the ‘now’ towards both the past and the future,
it involves various mechanisms of focusing one’s attention. It is these mechanisms – these
modes and strategies – that we’ll now consider.

Listening Modes & Strategies

The listening modes & strategies involve, first and foremost, focus of attention. They are
inherently part of what we refer to as perspective, our sense of foreground & background.
As such, they function to effect selective filtering, separating stimuli into ‘figure’ & ‘ground’
elements or layers. A common example of this sort of selective filtering (attentional focus)
is the so-called ‘cocktail party effect’ where one is able to focus on a single speaker,
perhaps from across the room, in a room full of people speaking simultaneously. One is
able to listen attentively to a single person, despite being surrounded with a number of
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other speakers competing for your perceptual attention. This ability, beyond hearing,
involves interpretation and decision, potentially leading to action.

There are a number of different listening modes and strategies that may be employed
depending on context and task. Furthermore, they are not necessarily mutually exclusive:
a listener often switches seamlessly from one mode/strategy to another, either consciously
or otherwise. Finally, these modes and strategies are learned behaviors that can be
improved with practice and experience.

Based on the writings of three authors in fields variously allied to sound and listening, I’ve
assembled an overview of some of the main ideas regarding listening modes and
strategies. Following this overview I’ll provide some comparative and contextual analysis
of my own.

The books I’ve drawn on for this section are:

Barry Truax, Acoustic Communication, 2nd ed.; Greenwood Press, 2001
Michel Chion, Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen; Columbia University Press, 1994
William Moylan, Understanding and Crafting the Mix: The Art of Recording, 2nd ed.;
Focal Press, 2006

The backgrounds and purposes of these three books are rather disparate, despite the
obvious overlap. As such, their respective takes on listening are complementary rather
than redundant. They each introduce two or three categories of listening – what I’ve
referred to as modes and strategies – and Moylan further elucidates some concepts that
underlie his classifications, and – I would argue – those of the other authors, as well.

Barry Truax, Ch. 2 – “The Listener” in Acoustic Communication, 2nd ed.

• Listening-In-Search
• Listening-In-Readiness
• Background Listening

Listening-In-Search is listening for something, actively seeking it out, either from
within relative silence or amidst a whirl of competing sounds. According to Truax, this is
listening “…at its most active, involving a conscious search […] for cues” [Truax, p. 22]
He argues that here, “detail is of the greatest importance, and the ability to focus on one
sound to the exclusion of others […] is central…” [Truax, p. 22]

Examples from everyday life:

An auto mechanic listening for the sound of an engine malfunction
Tapping the wall to look for a stud when hanging a picture

Listening-In-Readiness is where something that is important or significant easily
becomes the point of focus, even though you are not consciously listening for it. As
such, it represents “…an intermediate kind of listening, that in which the attention is in
readiness to receive significant information, but where the the focus of one’s attention is
probably directed elsewhere.” [Truax, p. 22] This mode of listening “depends on
associations built up over time, so that the sounds are familiar and can be readily
identified even by “background” processing in the brain.” [Truax, p. 22] “Even when a
sound is unfamiliar or unexpected, this type of listening  is ready to treat it as new
information and evaluate its potential significance.” [Truax, p. 22]

Examples from everyday life:

Responding to a phone call or a text message alert while in the midst of a
conversation
Awareness of traffic noises behind you as you walk across a busy intersection

Background Listening occurs where a sound is not an object of attention but still
within overall awareness; one is still able to report having heard it, if asked (i.e., it is not
ignored). Background listening “…occurs when we are not listening for a particular
sound, and when its occurrence has no special or immediate significance to us.” [Truax,
p. 24] This usually occurs when the sound functions as a keynote sound which is a
common, familiar, and expected part of the sound environment (soundscape).

Examples from everyday life:
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Call to prayer from nearby mosques (for non-Muslims)
Ship horns and bells in a port city

Michel Chion, Ch. 2 – “The Three Listening Modes” in Audio-Vision: Sound on
Screen

• Causal Listening
• Semantic Listening
• Reduced Listening

Causal Listening is listening in order to identify and/or gather information about a
sound’s cause (source). Chion remarks that this is the most common mode of listening.
As its label implies, it is a primary mode of understanding the world around us. “When
the cause is visible, sound can provide supplementary information about it…” [Chion, p.
25] “When we cannot see the sound’s cause, sound can constitute our principal source of
information about it.” [Chion, p. 25]

Examples from everyday life:

An auto mechanic locating the source of a malfunction through listening for sound
Shaking a closed box to know whether it is full or empty, and what the contents
are

Semantic Listening is listening to understand and interpret the meaning of an encoded
message, such as language, morse code, etc. It involves a learned association of sound
patterns and meanings, and “…is entirely differential. A phoneme is listened to not
strictly for its acoustical properties but as part of an entire system of oppositions and
differences.” [Chion, p. 28]

Examples from everyday life:

Listening to a language you understand
Responding to (at least some of) the affective/emotional content of music with
which you are familiar

Reduced Listening focuses on the qualities or characteristics of the sound itself.
“Reduced listening takes the sound – verbal, played on an instrument, noises, or
whatever – as itself the object to be observed instead of as a vehicle for something
else.” [Chion, p. 29] Further, Chion asserts that “…the descriptive inventory of a sound
can not be compiled in a single hearing. One has to listen many times over, and because
of this the sound must be fixed, recorded.” [Chion, p. 30] (This concept of reduced
listening was first proposed by Pierre Schaeffer in his ‘Solfège de l’objet sonore‘ of 1967.
Click2See more info and related links.

Examples from everyday life:

Listening to sound art or acousmatic music
Listening to an interesting and unusual sound

William Moylan, Ch. 4 – “Listening and Evaluating Sound for the Audio
Professional” in Understanding and Crafting the Mix: The Art of Recording, 2nd
ed.

• Critical Listening
• Analytical Listening
• The Sound Event and Sound Object
• Perspective and Focus

Critical vs. Analytical Listening: The crucial difference between these two listening
modes involves isolation vs. context. Critical listening focuses on the qualities of the
sound itself, enabling an “…evaluation of sound quality out of context…” [Moylan, p. 90]
In contrast, analytical listening probes the relationships between sounds for an “…
evaluation of the content and the function of the sound in relation to the […] context in
which it exists.” [Moylan, p. 90]

http://www.ears.dmu.ac.uk/spip.php?rubrique219
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Examples from everyday life:

Critical Listening

Listening to the sound quality of a solo musical instrument or voice
Comparing the sound of two different speaker systems when purchasing a hi-fi
system

Analytical Listening

Listening to the blend and balance of the different sections of an orchestra

Sound Event, Sound Object, Perspective, and Focus: In support of these listening
modes, Moylan conceptualizes some of the elements involved: sound event, sound
object, perspective, and focus. These concepts underlie, at least potentially, not just
Moylan’s listening modes/strategies, but those of Truax and Chion, as well. Additionally,
the sound object formulation is closely related to the objet sonore of Pierre Schaeffer.

A sound event refers to the shape or contour of parameters of sound over time. Moylan
defines it as “the shape or design of the musical idea (or abstract sound) as it is
experienced over time” and “…a complete musical idea (at any hierarchical level) that is
perceived by the states and values of the artistic elements of sound.” [Moylan, p. 91] He
further states that “the sound event is understood as unfolding over time, and is used in
analytical listening observations.” [Moylan, p. 91]

By contrast, a sound object is defined as a sound or sounds, as a focal point for
evaluation, considered outside of their original context: the object of critical listening. In
this sense, a sound object is “…sound material out of its original musical context” and “…
a conceptualization of a sound as existing out of time, and without relationship to
another sound (except its possible direct comparison with another sound object).”
[Moylan, p. 91]

Focus is the act of directing one’s attention to specific elements in the environment
(visual, aural, etc.) in order to apprehend the intended (or desired) information. “Focus
is the act of bringing some aspect of sound to the center of one’s attention.” [Moylan, p.
92]

Perspective is the hierarchical level at which one is focusing. “Perspective is the
perception of the piece of music (or of sound quality) at a specific level of the structural
hierarchy.” [Moylan, p. 92]

Conceptual comparisons

Following is a preliminary discussion of the conceptual similarities/overlaps and
differences between the modes as proposed by Truax, Chion, and Moylan.

Listening-In-Search (Truax)
Reduced Listening (Chion/Schaeffer)
Critical Listening (Moylan)

Similarities/Overlaps

Focus on individual sound element (object)
Evaluating aspects of sound quality
Out of context (selective focus)

Differences

Listening-in-search extracts meaning from sound based on what it tells one about
the environment; the other two focus on the qualities of the sound itself,
regardless of the possible meaning(s)
Listening-in-search is communicational while the others are critical/aesthetic in
approach

 

Listening-In-Readiness (Truax)
Semantic Listening (Chion)
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Similarities/Overlaps

Both rely on previous experience, familiarity with, and (at least implicit)
knowledge of the external referents (the ‘code’, or the association of the sound
with an external object/idea of significance).

Differences

The sound event of semantic listening is already the point of focus, whereas in
listening-in-readiness it is not the focal point until such time as this becomes
necessary and/or advantageous.

 

Listening-In-Search (Truax)
Causal Listening (Chion)

Similarities/Overlap

Meaning is derived from what the sound reveals rather than what the sound is
(i.e., its qualities)

Differences

Listening-in-search is less concerned with what caused a sound than what the
sound tells the listener about the environment

Conclusion

Listening, as an intentional and participatory activity, involves attentional strategies –
ways of managing the focus of attention – and can take a variety of modes and strategies.
Specific listening modes and strategies are employed based on the context and task at
hand. Listeners often change modes and strategies in a seamless manner, either through
conscious effort, subconscious instinctual behavior, or prior learning. These modes and
strategies are non-exclusive, and often overlap in various combinations.

This article reprinted from Sights Sounds Words.

Steven M. Miller is a composer, sound artist, and musician
currently based in Singapore where he is Associate Professor of
Sonic Arts at the Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music and a
supervisor in the Graduate School for Integrative Sciences and
Engineering at the National University of Singapore. His creative
activity and background includes electroacoustic, instrumental,
and vocal music; collaborative intermedia projects with
photographers, film/video artists, dancers/choreographers, and
actors; live performance, gallery installations, compositions for
recorded media, and music and sound design for video/film/new

media; audio recording and production. He has performed in a variety of solo and
ensemble contexts throughout the US, and Asia. Performances and radio broadcasts of his
music have occurred in North & South America, Asia, Europe, and Australia. He curated
and produced the Santa Fe International Festival of Electroacoustic Music for 12 years and
produced a weekly radio show of new music and sound art on KUNM (Albuquerque, NM)
for 8 years. Click2View Steven M. Miller’s website. (Photo: Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of
Music)
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WFAE: RESEARCH AND PROJECTS - Meri Kytö (FSAE) Editor

Silence and Listening as Resources of Tourism Expertise in North Karelia
By Dr. Noora Vikman (FSAE)

A new two-year project at the University of
Eastern Finland is kicking off in April after years
of preparation. The goal of the project,
designed and managed by Dr. Noora Vikman, is
to develop the silence of North Karelia of
Finland into a tourism asset.

The scenic beauty and sparse population of the
region offers many opportunities for visitors to
experience silence. Silence in this context does
not mean a total lack of sounds but the

possibility to relax – alone or in a group - in a unique quiet, slow-paced, environment.
North Karelia (especially Koli) is familiar for many members of the WFAE form the
international conference held there in 2010.

The project will help develop and improve tourist services in which the experience of
silence is a natural component of the options offered visitors. Currently the project has a
network of approximately twenty companies plus entrepreneurs and local societies already
engaged in silence-based tourism. These organizations are facilitating silence related
experiences around North Karelia at Ilomantsi, Joensuu, Lieksa, Nurmes, and Valtimo
area. All are hoping for an increase in attracting visitors as well as generating a livelihood
for area residents.

This project is very much a part of “the modern wilderness” concept and during the study
the research team will create applicable ideas about the attraction, well-being and
aesthetic quality of the natural acoustic environment and the appreciation of silence. By
examining practices in the tourism business, the project will explore the challenges and
possibilities of preserving the silence of North Karelia while making these areas accessible
to tourists who appreciate its natural beauty. The project's findings will result in practices
that will be shared through various workshops run by experts in the field.

Vikman argues that the application of Soundscape Study research related to silence and
attentive listening skills can result in positive guidelines for the promotion of tourism in
sound-sensitive areas like North Karelia. As such, the project is one component in the
rising trend toward offering ecotourism experiences.
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The project utilizes the knowledge of soundscape experts at the University of Eastern
Finland and their long-time experience in Cultural and Soundscape Studies and acoustic
ecology. The director of the project is Helmi Järviluoma-Mäkelä, an expert in Soundscape
Studies. Project manager Noora Vikman, who has long been interested in the phenomena
of the silent environment and its possibilities, works with a group of postgraduate
students in Cultural Studies, who are interested in the acoustic environment. The project
is financed by the ELY Centre (i.e. Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the
Environment) of North Karelia.

NOTA BENE! The project is gathering information of ongoing and previous work on the
subject and would like to ask for help from the WFAE community. If you have any
information about or experience of:

tourism for ear minded people
soundscape projects involving tourism or traveling
silent retreats (religious or other)
acoustic slow tourism and down shifting package tours
hiking tours with a sonic edge
or public area sound installations with or without interaction placed in urban or
rural areas you find interesting as a traveler

Please contact the project and send a description, link or information on how to find out
more. All information is more than welcome. Contact: Dr. Noora Vikman, noora.vikman at
uef.fi

Dr. Noora Vikman, project manager, has had a continuing interest in silence, acoustic
ecology and tourism since the very beginning of her research career in the 1990’s.

(Photo: View form Koli mountain by Eric Leonardson, June 2010)
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WFAE: CALENDAR OF EVENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

April 1, 2013 Call For Proposals for papers, lecture-recitals, special sessions of 2 to 4
panelists, compositions and performances to be presented at TES 2013. The Canadian
Electroacoustic Community (CEC) and New Adventures in Sound Art (NAISA) are pleased
to announce the 7th edition of the Toronto Electroacoustic Symposium (TES). TES has
become a consistently creative and cohesive point of contact between diverse
international electroacoustic (EA) communities and the Toronto scene. The symposium will
take place in Toronto at New Adventures in Sound Arts facilities at the Artscape Wychwood
Barns, from 14-17 August 2013. Read More.

April 4-7, 2013 Conference: Annual British Forum for Ethonomusicology. The
theme of 'Ethnomusicology in the Digital Age' - will be a joint meeting of the BFE and the
International Council for Traditional Music-Ireland. The conference will be hosted by
Queen's University in Belfast Read More.

April 19-21, 2013 Event: 2013 MEGAPOLIS Audio Festival. Based at the New School
in New York City this weekend-long, multi-venue event will be dedicated to the craft of
DIY audio creation. Artists, documentarians, musicians, and fans come together to share
secrets on producing and presenting challenging audio works online, on-air, and on the
stage. Read More.

May-August Distance Education Course: Acoustic Dimensions of Communication I
AFAE member Susan Frykberg will be teaching a distance education course for Simon
Fraser University on sound and soundscape during the summer semester. This is "...a
course designed to develop the student's perception and understanding of sound and its
behavior in the interpersonal, social, environmental, media and creative fields. The
acoustic and psychoacoustic bases of sound will be introduced with special reference to
acoustic design, the electroacoustic media, and sonic environments." Read More.

May, 9-12, 2013 Event: Linux Audio Conference (LAC). This year's conference is
hosted by IEM, Graz, in cooperation with local artists and FLOSS enthusiasts. The Linux
Audio Conference is an international conference that brings together musicians, sound
artists, software developers and researchers, working with Linux as an open, stable,
professional platform for audio and media research and music production. LAC includes
paper sessions, workshops, and a diverse program of electronic music. Read More.

May 17-20, 2013 Symposium: TransX Transmission Art Symposium. The
symposium will take place in Toronto at the Wychwood Theatre and NAISA’s facilities at
the Artscape Wychwood Barns. As in preceding years, the symposium will include
workshops, installations and performances also part of the annual the Deep Wireless
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Festival of Radio and Transmission Art. At the heart of the symposium will be keynote
lectures by Tetsuo Kogawa (via live-feed) and Anna Friz (Deep Wireless’ featured artist).
Read More.

May 18, 2013 Nature Sounds Society Annual Tech Talk. San Francisco area (USA)
Learn basics of field recording and try out gear. From 9:30 AM - 3:30 PM at Dan Dugan
Sound Design Studios. Read More

May 27, 28, 29, 2013 Symposium: Music and Ecologies of Sound. An International
Symposium to be held the University Paris 8. The new disciplinary field of the ecology of
sound is characterized by its interdisciplinarity, which intertwines references to arts and
sciences, to exact sciences and human sciences. Read More.

May 31-June 2, Event: 2013 Conference: Balance Unbalance. Balance-Unbalance is
an International Conference designed to use art as a catalyst to explore intersections
between nature, science, technology and society as we move into an era of both
unprecedented ecological threats and transdisciplinary possibilities. Read More.

May 31, 2013 Application Deadline for Nodar Summer School 2013: Documenting
and reinventing the memory of a territory/ An intensive program of theoretical seminars
and fieldwork artistic practice. Locations: Rural villages of Gralheira Mountain Range, São
Pedro do Sul (Portugal) Read More

May 31, 2013 Call for Presentations: ARS CONTACTUS – International Forum of
Dialogical Arts Areas: site-specific art, context-specific art, community-based art, public
space art, litorallist art, land art, interactive art, art and science, art and literature, art and
verbality, radio art, sound art, art and ethnography, art and anthropology, performance
art, relational art. Event date: December, 5th – 8th, 2013. Hotel do Parque Termas de São
Pedro do Sul, Portugal. Read More.

June 13-20, 2013 Workshop: Wildlife Sound Recording in Iceland with Chris
Watson. A unique opportunity to spend several days recording the sounds of spring in
Iceland with Chris Watson, a leading figure in the world of wildlife sound recording, and
field recordist and composer Jez riley French. The group will be based in Lysuholl in the
west of Iceland on the south coast of the Snæfellsnes peninsula. As well as recording the
wildlife the group will be visiting glaciers, caves, waterfalls, volcano craters, lava beaches,
geysirs (Icelandic spelling!). Read More.

June 21-23, 2013 Workshop: NSS 9th Annual Field Recording Workshop. San
Francisco State University’s Yuba Pass Field Station, in the beautiful Sierra Nevada
Mountains. This is an opportunity for participants to learn about nature sound recording
and technical equipment during daily sessions in the field with experienced recordists.
Evening presentations on various topics. Read More.

July 7 -12, 2013 Conference: The first International Conference on Deep
Listening. Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center (EMPAC), Troy, NY. Deep
Listening: Art/Science invites practitioners and scholars to consider the experience of this
practice and its use in creation, communication and education. This conference equally
invites scientific and philosophical discussions that describe the efficacy of the approach or
point towards new directions or applications of Deep Listening. Read More.

July 16-22, 2013 Nodar Summer School 2013: Documenting and reinventing the
memory of a territory/ An intensive program of theoretical seminars and fieldwork artistic
practice. Locations: Rural villages of Gralheira Mountain Range, São Pedro do Sul
(Portugal) Read More

September 9-11, 2013 Symposium: Hearing Landscape Critically: Music, Place,
and the Spaces of Sound. Stellenbosch University, Cape Town South Africa. The
Stellenbosch symposium marks the continuation of an inter-disciplinary and inter-
continental project addressing the intersections and cross-articulations of landscape,
music, and the spaces of sound. Read More.

September 30 - October 2, 2013 Conference: Sounds, noise and music for re-
thinking sustainable city and econeighborhood. The conference will offer a platform
for interdisciplinary dialog and presentations of innovative research and development in
the field of integrating sound in sustainable architecture, sustainable building, urban
design and city planning, covering a wide range of subjects from sonic geography, sonic
ecology and soundscapes to the noise carthography, noise abatement and recent

http://naisa.ca/site_sound/TransX2012.html
http://www.naturesounds.org/announcements/index.html
http://www.kunsttexte.de/index.php?id=910&L=1&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=923&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=905&cHash=40d0dd86ed9c86e5d066dc4262f39c50
http://www.balance-unbalance2013.org/
http://www.binauralmedia.org/
http://binauralmedia.org/news/
http://www.wildeye.co.uk/iceland.html
http://www.naturesounds.org/announcements/index.html
http://deeplistening.org/site/conference
http://www.binauralmedia.org/
http://musiclandscapeconference.wordpress.com/
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developments of sound design in general. Special emphasis will be given to the
improvement of the Sound environment of touristic places and of the role that Sound can
have for city attractiveness and sustainable tourism in cities. Read More

September 30 - October 1, 2013 Conference: EcHoPolis. Athens, Greece. The
conference will offer a platform for interdisciplinary dialog and presentations of innovative
research and development in the field of integrating sound in sustainable architecture,
sustainable building, urban design and city planning, covering a wide range of subjects
from sonic geography, sonic ecology and soundscapes to the noise carthography, noise
abatement and recent developments of sound design in general. Special emphasis will be
given to the improvement of the Sound environment of touristic places and of the role
that Sound can have for city attractiveness and sustainable tourism in cities. Read More.

October 4-6, 2013 Event: Functional Sounds: Auditory Culture and Sound
Concepts in Every Day Life. Humboldt-Universitat Zu Berlin. The 1st International
conference of the European Sound Studies Association addresses issues related to those
functional sounds that are core elements in contemporary culture. The conference aims to
show and discuss how functional sounds are taken up – as objects of study and as design
practices – by artists, sound designers, architects and scholars of art and architecture, by
those who study anthropology, musicology and sociology, and to what effect? Read More.

December 5, 2013 – International Forum ARS CONTACTUS - Dialogical Arts. Hotel
do Parque Termas de São Pedro do Sul, Portugal. ARS CONTACTUS is an international
scientific and artistic forum dealing with dialogical arts, that is with the present
proliferation of contemporary artists working in close contact with a wide range of real-life
connections that go beyond strict artistic aspects, being social, anthropological, territorial,
scientific or technological. The forum tries to map new strategies, concepts and
techniques for smart approaches to these links between art and life, thus avoiding the
common traps of social-correctness, art world elitism or political misuses of public or
community-based art works. Read More.

October 18-21, 2013 Workshop: Cetacean echolocation and outer space
neutrinos: ethologyand physics for an interdisciplinary approach to underwater
bioacoustics and detection of astrophysical particles. (Erice, Sicily) The workshop
will focus on the study of the acoustic behaviour of marine mammals, on the acoustic
detection of neutrinos in the sea, on the sharing of detection technologies, and on the
related technological challenges with a wide interdisciplinary approach. Read More.

Open Call: Spazioersetti, a privately funded exhibition venue based in Udine, north-east
Italy dedicated to sound and space. It is currently accepting proposals for multi-channel
sound installations to be exhibited. Works works must clearly focus on the relationship
between sound and space, i.e. we are interested in sounds that are evidence of a
dimension, a position, a proportion. Read More.

OpenCall: Margaret Noble, is hoping to post recordings of your environment, sound art,
home made instruments and other audio oddities on her Sound Is Art blog site. There is
be no compensation for these submissions but hopefully some satisfaction in sharing.
More information: margaretnoble2000@yahoo.com.

TOP

http://www.event2013.sd-med.org/en/cultural-soundscape-award-3.html
http://www.event2013.sd-med.org/en/cultural-soundscape-award-3.html
http://www.soundstudies.eu/2013conference/
http://binauralmedia.org/news/
http://www-3.unipv.it/cibra/erice2013.html
http://www.spazioersetti.it/apply/
http://margaretnoble.net/blog/
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WFAE: RESOURCES

AUDIO: Time for the Tarkine. (75 mins) By Andrew
Skeoch and Sarah Koschak. This is a free listening experience
documenting thenatural soundscape of the Tasmania
wilderness. "We hope this nature soundscape, recorded in the
diverse habitats of Tasmania's Tarkine, will give you a feeling
for this unique wild place, which is sadly under imminent
threat." Click2Listen

AUDIO ARCHIVE: Kenneth S. Goldstein Audio
Recordings. This University of Mississippi (USA) collection
consists of over 850 recordings made primarily by Dr.
Kenneth S. Goldstein who was a folklorist, record producer,
and teacher. The archive documents folk traditions from the
United Kingdom and Ireland and their influence on folklore
and music in North America. It includes interviews with
musicians and storytellers, recitations of folk tales from
Newfoundland and Labrador, Pennsylvania, and Scotland.
Click2Visit

AUDIO: NOISE: A HUMAN HISTORY. Professor David
Hendy presents a 30-part BBC RADIO 4 series exploring the
role of sound, and listening over the past 100,000 years of
human history. Hendy is the author of the book Noise: A
Human History of Noise and Listening. Audio for episodes in
this series will be available from date of broadcast until
Friday 3 May 2013.
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BOOK: Site of Sound: Of Architecture And The Ear: Vol
2. Edited by Brandon LaBelle, Claudia Martinho. "Since the
publication of the first volume of Site of Sound in 1999 the
issues and activities pertaining to sound and architecture
have expanded to circulate more dynamically within the fields
of sound art, sound design, and spatial practices. From
acoustical technologies and urban planning to public art,
concerns for auditory structures and the experiences of
listening are finding deeper footing within both artistic and
environmental contexts. Recent noise mappings across
Europe, along with new possibilities for acoustical
implementation, as well as the ongoing emergence of sound
art and design educational programs, point toward sound as
a crucial subject for thinking through contemporary culture
and politics."

Site of Sound Vol. 2 aims to address contemporary work
being done in the cross-over between sound and
architecture. The anthology brings together new research
and writing that charts out the theoretical implications and
consequences for artistic and spatial discourses, while
documenting contemporary projects that come to occupy and
define a sonic-spatial territory.

With contributions by Justin Bennett, Usman Haque, David
Schafer, James Webb, Edwin van der Heide, Raviv Ganchrow,
Jodi Rose, Nigel Helyer, Michael Gendreau, Jean-Paul
Thibaud, Tao G. Vrhovec Sambolec, Oliver Laric, David
Stalling / Anthony Kelly, Romano, Natasha Barrett / Birger
Sevaldson, Scott Arford / Randy Yau, Riccardo Benassi, Carrie
Bodle, Jenny Pickett / Julien Ottavi, Pascal Broccolichi, Jacob
Kreutzfeldt, Joaquín Gutiérrez Hadid, Franz Pomassl & Björn
Quiring.

Errant Bodies Press
Paperback [book + cd]
304 pages, 2011
ISBN: 9780982743904

BOOK: In The Field. By Cathy Lane and Angus Carlyle.
"This is a collection of interviews with contemporary sound
artists who use field recording in their work. These
conversations explore the fundamental issues that underlie
the development of field recording as the core of their
practice. Recurring themes include early motivations,
aesthetic preferences, the audible presence of the recordist
and the nature of the field."

Conversations with Manuela Barile, Angus Carlyle,
Budhaditya Chattopadhyay, Viv Corringham, Peter Cusack,
Steven Feld, Felicity Ford, Jez Riley French, Antye Greie,
Christina Kubisch, Cathy Lane, Francisco López, Annea
Lockwood, Andrea Polli, Ian Rawes, Lasse-Marc Riek, Hiroki
Sasajima, Davide Tidoni, Hildegard Westerkamp and Jana
Winderen."

Uniform Books
In the Field: The Art of Field Recording
Cathy Lane & Angus Carlyle
ISBN 978 0 9568559 6 1
240pp, 234 x 142, sewn paperback with flaps
2013, £12.00

http://www.errantbodies.org/siteofsound2.html
http://www.uniformbooks.co.uk/
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BOOK: On Listening. Edited by Angus Carlyle and Cathy
Lane. "A unique collection of forty multi-disciplinary
perspectives drawn from anthropology, bioacoustics,
geography, literature, community activism, sociology,
religion, philosophy, art history, conflict mediation and the
sonic arts including music, ethnomusicology and field
recording. These specially commissioned contributions
explore the many ways in which skilled listening can mediate
new relationships with our physical environment and the
people and other species that we share it with."

With contributions from: Niall Atkinson, Kenneth Avery, Jean
de Dieu Basabose, Ansuman Biswas, Ross Brown, Seth Ayyaz
Bhunnoo, Daniela Cascella, Jessica Cawley, Michael Chanan,
Rupert Cox, Peter Cusack, John Eacott, Michael Gallagher,
David Hendy, Penny McCall Howard, Jérôme Joy, Volkmar
Klien, Meri Kytö, Bradon LaBelle, Lisbeth A. Lipari, Francisco
López, Sarha Moore, Moushumi Bhowmik and Sukanta
Majumdar, Mark Peter Wright, Polly Nash, Gianni Pavan,
David Rothenberg, Steve Rowell, Barry Blesser and Linda
Salter, Dawn Scarfe, Diana Corley Schnapp, Daniel Smith,
Peter Szendy, Jean-Paul Thibaud, Davide Tidoni, David Toop,
Nicola Triscott, Ultra-red, Salomé Voegelin, and Andrew
Whitehouse.

Paperback: 224 pages
Publisher: Cornerhouse (February 8, 2013)
ISBN-10: 0956902448
ISBN-13: 978-0956902443

BOOK: Sound Studies. Edited by Michael Bull. "As research
in and around Sound Studies flourishes as never before, this
new four-volume collection from Routledge’s acclaimed
Critical Concepts in Media and Cultural Studies series meets
the need for an authoritative reference work to make sense
of a rapidly growing and ever more complex corpus of
interdisciplinary literature. Edited by a leading scholar, Sound
Studies gathers foundational and canonical work, together
with innovative and cutting-edge applications and
interventions."

"With a full index, together with a comprehensive
introduction, newly written by the editor, which places the
collected material in its historical and intellectual context,
Sound Studies is an essential work of reference. For the
novice or advanced student, the collection will be particularly
useful as an essential database allowing scattered and often
fugitive material to be easily located. And, for the more
advanced scholar, it will be welcomed as a crucial tool
permitting rapid access to less familiar—and sometimes
overlooked—texts. For both, Sound Studies will be valued as
a vital one-stop research and pedagogic resource."

To Be Published March 27th 2013
Routledge – 1,576 pages
ISBN-10: 0415597331 | ISBN-13: 978-0415597333
Price: $1,170.00 Amazon.com

http://www.routledge.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Sound-Studies-Critical-Concepts-Cultural/dp/0415597331
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BOOK: Sound By Artists. Edited by Dan Lander and Micah
Lexier. Includes contributions by Daina Augaitis, Bruce
Barber, Max Bruinsma, John Cage, Kevin Concannon, Moniek
Darge, Godfried-Willem Raes, Suzanne Delehanty, Jack
Goldstein, Graf haufen, Ihor Holubizky, Douglas Kahn,
Richard Kostelanetz, Christina Kubish, Marysia Lewandowska,
Annea Lockwood, Alvin Lucier, Donal McGraith, Rita
McKeough, Gordon Monahan, Ian Murray, Mystery
Laboratory, Maurizio Nannucci, Max Neuhaus, R. Murray
Schafer, Stelarc, Rod Summers, Chris Twomey, Bill Viola,
Hildegard Westerkamp, Gregory Whitehead, and Caroline
Wilkinson.' Click for more information.

Blackwood Gallery
Paperbound 372 Pages
Facsimile Edition - Original 1990.
ISBN 978-1-895166-28-6
$19.95 (+ taxes)

NETWORK: Son.Net. A network with an international scope,
focused on cultural, knowledge and skills exchange between
organizations that encourage risk taking, nurture critical
listening and provide innovative platforms and facilities for
those practicing and researching in and around sound.
  Son.Net is open to new and establish organizations
curating, exhibiting, platforming and ultimately promoting
the Sound Arts. Click2Learn more.

PODCAST: Episode #18: Soundwalk Collective (21
mins). While Stephan Crasneanscki was working towards his
Ph.D, he found that museum guides were lacking personality
and feeling. He set out to create his own audio tours that
were designed to have the listener discover the story of a
location while getting lost in it. From there, the Soundwalk
Collective was born. Now, Stephan travels the world with his
collaborators to use sounds to bring attention to the
experiences and people that may normally go avoided or
unnoticed. Click2Listen

WEB SITE: Audium - A theater of sound sculptured
space. Audium is the only theatre of its kind in the world,
pioneering the exploration of space in music. The theater,
located in San Francisco, has 176 speakers that bathe
listeners in sounds that move past, over, and under them.
"Sound sculptures" are performed in darkness in the 49-seat
facility in which listeners sit in concentric circles and are
enveloped by speakers in sloping walls, floating floor and a
suspended ceiling. Compositions are performed live at each
program by a tape performer who directs the sounds through
a custom designed console to any combination of the 169
speakers. Sounds are "sculpted" through their movement,
direction, speed and intensity on multiple planes in space.
Live performance of taped works gives a human, interactive
element to AUDIUM's spatial electronic orchestra. Click2Visit

ttp://www.blackwoodgallery.ca/Blackwood_publicationSOUNDBYARTISTS.html#order
http://www.soundfjord.org/sonnet.htm
http://www.everythingsounds.org/episode18/
http://www.audium.org/
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WEB SITE: Macaulay Library Sound Archive. It took
archivists a dozen years to complete the monumental task
collecting and digitizing this Cornell University sound archive.
The collection contains nearly 150,000 digital audio
recordings equaling more than 10 terabytes of data with a
total run time of 7,513 hours. About 9,000 species are
represented. There’s an emphasis on birds, but the collection
also includes sounds of whales, elephants, frogs, primates
and more. Click2Visit.

WEB SITE: Wild Sanctuary. The site includes many
sections including the WildStore which contains the heart of
the Sanctuary's message -- representative recordings from
sites covering much of the planet and an arc of time that
spans 45 years in the field. Also included are various
publications and projects reflecting the work of Bernie Krause
over his many years since 1968 studying soundscape
ecology. Click2Visit

WEB SITE: Locus Sonus. Locus Sonus is a research group
specialized in audio art. It is concerned with the innovative
and transdisciplinary nature of audio art forms, in the
framework of networked sonic spaces, some of which are
experimented and evaluated in a lab type context. Today our
research is grouped under several main headings Sound and
Distance, Field Spatialization, Networked Sonic Spaces, Audio
Fluxes, Sonification, and Internet Auditoriums. Click2Visit

WEB SITE: The Noise Project. Noise Intercepted is
described as "...a series of ten experience-activated noise
challenges that prompt participants to listen, observe and
interact with their urban soundscape in new and unlikely
ways. The project brings together over 200 collaborators
from 28 countries around the globe — artists, sound
ecologists, designers, writers, mothers, fathers, educators,
filmmakers, administrators, technicians, scientists, students,
programmers, health practitioners, and the list goes on."
Click2Visit

WEB SITE: Blue Marble. Although not directly related to
the study of acoustic ecology, this map of the world after
dark provides the viewer with the realization that human life
and all its noise making capability covers a good portion of
the land mass. Finding that elusive quiet place without
human sound making is increasing difficult to find. Blue
Marble was initially created by NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center, the night lights by NOAA's National Geophysical Data
Center.Click2Visit
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http://cornelluniversity.tumblr.com/post/40770771576/worlds-largest-natural-sound-archive-now-fully-digital
http://macaulaylibrary.org/
http://www.wildsanctuary.com/
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http://thenoiseproject.net/noise-intercepted-project/
http://www.blue-marble.de/nightlights/2012
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WFAE: INFORMATION

The World Forum for Acoustic Ecology (WFAE), founded in 1993, is an international
association of nine affiliated organizations that share a common concern with the state of
the world's soundscapes. Our members represent a multi-disciplinary spectrum of
individuals engaged in the study of the social, cultural and ecological aspects of the sonic
environment.

 WFAE AFFILIATE ORGANIZATIONS

American Society for Acoustic Ecology contact-asae@wfae.net
Australian Forum for Acoustic Ecology contact-afae@wfae.net
Canadian Association for Sound Ecology contact-case@wfae.net
Forum fuer Klanglandschaft contact-fkl@wfae.net
Hellenic Society for Acoustic Ecology contact-hsae@wfae.net
Finnish Society for Acoustic Ecology contact-fsae@wfae.net
Foro Mexicano de Ecologia Acustica contact-mfae@wfae.net
Soundscape Association of Japan contact-jase@wfae.net
UK and Ireland Soundscape Community contact-ukisc@wfae.net

 WFAE MEMBERSHIP:  Become an individual or WFAE Affiliate Organization member.
Visit the WFAE Membership page for more information.

 WFAE NEWSLETTER: Back issues of the WFAE Newsletter dating to 2004 are archived
online. Back copies of Soundscape, The Journal of Acoustic Ecology are also available.

 WFAE Newsletter Contact:wfae.newsletter@gmail.com

The WFAE Newsletter is published as a bimonthly supplement to Soundscape, The Journal
of Acoustic Ecology. Any content included in this newsletter site and/or opinions expressed
therein do not necessarily reflect the views of the World Forum For Acoustic Ecology and
remain solely those of the author(s). Web links and published material has been included
only for ease of educational reference and informational purposes.

 WFAE Volunteer Newsletter Staff

Gary Ferrington, WFAE Secretary, Editor
David Paquette, CASE Representative, Contributing Feature Editor
Meri Kytö, WFAE Co-Vice President, Contributing Research Editor
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 Header Photo: Photographer and performer-composer Aaron Pergram is currently the
Acting Principal Bassoonist with the Oregon Ballet Theater in Portland. He is also an active
outdoors man who appreciates the remote regions of his state. This photograph was taken
at the John Day National Fossil Beds Monument (Painted Hills Unit) in eastern Oregon
(USA). This remarkable formation is composed of colorful layers of soil that correspond to
various geological eras, formed when the area was an ancient river floodplain. Click2Visit
Aaron Pergram's web site.
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